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How to Write Poems 2017-09-21
how to write poems is packed with exciting activities to get your pen flowing make poems out of leaves
carve out a mud poem go on an outdoors simile hunt and play poetry games in the playground whether
you already write poems you ve never written before or you re not even sure what a poem is this is the
book for you full of useful tips and starting points how to write poems will make you chuckle make you
think and inspire you to write your own poetry join popular poet joseph coelho as he explores a mind
boggling selection of poetry from laughable limericks to poetic puns and from ridiculous rhymes to silly
sibilance pick up this book grab a pen and get going

Making Poetry Happen 2014
making poetry happen provides a valuable resource for trainee and practicing teachers enabling them
to become more confident and creative in teaching what is recognized as a very challenging aspect of
the english curriculum the volume editors draw together a wide range of perspectives to provide
support for development of creative practices across the age phases drawing on learners and teachers
perceptions of what poetry teaching is like in all its forms and within a variety of contexts including
inspiring young people to write poems engaging invisible pupils especially boys listening to poetry
performing poetry throughout the contributors include practical tried and tested materials including
activities and draw on case studies this approach ensures that the theory is clearly linked to practice as
they consider teaching and learning poetry to those aged between 5 and 19 from different perspectives
looking at reading writing speaking and listening and transformative poetry cultures each of the four
parts includes teacher commentaries on how they have adapted and developed the poetry activities for
use in their own classroom

The Bloomsbury Handbook of Contemporary American Poetry
2023-01-12
with chapters written by leading scholars such as steven gould axelrod cary nelson and marjorie perloff
this comprehensive handbook explores the full range and diversity of poetry and criticism in 21st
century america the bloomsbury handbook of contemporary american poetry covers such topics as
major histories and genealogies of post war poetry from the language poets and the black arts
movement to new york school and the beats poetry identity and community from african american
chicana o and native american poetry to queer verse and the poetics of disability key genres and forms
including digital visual documentary and children s poetry central critical themes economics publishing
popular culture ecopoetics translation and biography the book also includes an interview section in
which major contemporary poets such as rae armantrout and claudia rankine reflect on the craft and
value of poetry today

Bloomsbury Class 2 Semester 1 Teacher Resource Book
(Academic Year 2023-24) 2023-05-29
bloomsbury class 2 semester 1 teacher resource book academic year 2023 24

Bloomsbury Class 3 Semester 1 Teacher Resource Book
(Academic Year 2023-24) 2023-05-31
bloomsbury class 3 semester 1 teacher resource book academic year 2023 24
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Reading the Modernist Long Poem 2020-12-10
how do readers approach the enigmatic and unnavigable modernist long poem taking as the form s
exemplars the highly influential but critically contentious poetries of john cage and charles olson this
book considers indeterminacy the fundamental feature of the long poem by way of its analogues in
musicology mycology cybernetics and philosophy it addresses features of these works that figure
broadly in the long poem tradition such as listing typography archives mediation and mereology while
articulating how both poets broke with the longform poetic traditions of the early 1900s brendan c gillott
argues for cage s and olson s centrality to these traditions in developing critiquing and innovating on
the longform poetics of the past their work revolutionized the longform poetry of the 20th and 21st
centuries

Bloomsbury Class 3 Semester 2 Teacher Resource Book
(Academic Year 2023-24) 2023-05-20
bloomsbury class 3 semester 2 teacher resource book academic year 2023 24

Making Poetry Matter 2013
making poetry matter draws together contributions from leading scholars in the field to offer a variety of
perspectives on poetry pedagogy a wide range of topics are covered including teacher attitudes to
teaching poetry in the urban primary classroom digital poetry and multimodality resistance to poetry in
post 16 english throughout the internationally recognised contributors draw on case studies to ensure
that the theory is clearly linked to classroom practice they consider the teaching and learning
challenges that poetry presents for those working with learners aged between 5 and 19 and explore
these challenges with reference to reading writing speaking and listening and the transformative nature
of poetry in different contexts

Bloomsbury—An Activity-based Integrated Course Class 2
Semester 1 AY (2023-24)Onward 2023-05-20
bloomsbury an activity based integrated course for lkg ukg and classes 1 to 5 has been designed and
formulated in accordance with the guidelines of national education policy nep 2020 the series comprises
a set of fourteen books two for each class and one per semester semester books for lkg and ukg include
english mathematics and environmental science semester books for classes 1 and 2 include english
mathematics environmental science and general knowledge semester books for classes 3 to 5 include
english mathematics science social studies and general knowledge the series is strictly aligned with the
basic tenets of nep 2020 thus a lot of emphasis has been laid on promoting activity based and
experiential approach to learning the series also seeks to develop the core twenty first century skills in
learners which lie at the heart of nep 2020 besides great care has been taken to make learning a joyful
experience for the learners all this will together lay a strong foundation at the primary level and lead to
the holistic development of the learners at each level some of the key features of the series are key
concepts supported with visual activities games and real life examples carefully graded and
comprehensive exercises to facilitate true evaluation online support in the form of animated lessons
interactive exercises topic wise videos and e books for teachers only as per the requirement of the
subject teachers resource book to facilitate teaching english the content for english is a perfect blend of
the best of both worlds past and present the selections are based on the learners interests and
therefore will not only easily arrest their attention but also facilitate longer retention the graded
exercises lay appropriate emphasis on learning the four basic language skills of listening speaking
reading and writing grammar section in each book offers simple and clear conceptual understanding
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mathematics the mathematical concepts have been dealt with in an interesting and comprehensive
manner this way even an average child will have no difficulty in grasping the fundamentals the series
follows a graded and spiral approach keeping in mind the age and level of understanding of the learner
environmental studies nep 2020 lays emphasis on promoting the spirit of analysis and questioning
because it has been increasingly felt that children learn more through talking observing and discussing
with others this approach has been adopted in evs content science the content in this section
emphasises meaningful learning of science for the overall development of learners it focuses on helping
children understand their natural environment and correlate science with their everyday experiences in
an interesting and comprehensive manner social studies a totally new and innovative approach to
teaching social studies has been adopted in this section the lessons enhance the learners life skills and
equip them with a high civic sense and arm them with an ability to face the challenges in life with
confidence and as responsible citizens general knowledge the main objective of the general knowledge
section is to create a sense of wonder in the learners and arouse in them a desire to learn and find out
more about the world around them we look forward for feedback and constructive criticism from the
students teachers and parents which will be given due consideration in the future reprints and editions
of the books the publisher ebook

Warfare and Poetry in the Middle East 2013
the middle east has a poetic record stretching back five millennia in this unique book leading scholars
draw upon this legacy to explore the ways in which poets from the third millennium bc to the present
day have responded to the effects of war they deal with material in a wide variety of languages
including sumerian hittite akkadian biblical and modern hebrew and classical and contemporary arabic
and range from the destruction of ur in 1940 bc to the poetry of hamas and hezbollah some poems are
heroic in tone celebrating victory and the prowess of warriors others reflect keenly on the suffering that
war causes the result is a work that offers fresh insights into the poetry of the middle east and provides
a unique reflection of the ways in which this most violent and pervasive of human activities has been
reflected in different cultures bloomsbury publishing

The Bloomsbury Handbook of Electronic Literature
2017-11-30
a choice outstanding academic title 2018 the digital age has had a profound impact on literary culture
with new technologies opening up opportunities for new forms of literary art from hyperfiction to multi
media poetry and narrative driven games bringing together leading scholars and artists from across the
world the bloomsbury handbook of electronic literature is the first authoritative reference handbook to
the field crossing disciplinary boundaries this book explores the foundational theories of the field
contemporary artistic practices debates and controversies surrounding such key concepts as canonicity
world systems narrative and the digital humanities and historical developments and new media
contexts of contemporary electronic literature including guides to major publications in the field the
bloomsbury handbook of electronic literature is an essential resource for scholars of contemporary
culture in the digital era

The Poet as Phenomenologist 2015-02-26
the poet as phenomenologist rilke and the new poems opens up new perspectives on the relation
between rilke s poetry and phenomenological philosophy illustrating the ways in which poetry can offer
an exceptional response to the philosophical problem of dualism drawing on the work of husserl
heidegger and merleau ponty luke fischer makes a new contribution to the tradition of
phenomenological poetics and expands the debate among germanists concerning the
phenomenological status of rilke s poetry which has been severely limited to comparisons of rilke and
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husserl fischer explicates an implicit phenomenology of perception in rilke s writings from his middle
period 1902 1910 he argues that rilke cultivated an artistic perception that in a philosophically
significant manner overcomes the opposition between the sensuous and the intelligible while
simultaneously transcending the boundaries of philosophy fischer offers novel interpretations of central
poems from rilke s neue gedichte 1907 and der neuen gedichte anderer teil 1908 and frames them as
the ultimate articulation of rilke s non dualistic vision he thus demonstrates the continuity between rilke
and phenomenology while arguing that poetry in this case provides the most adequate response to a
philosophical problem

Children's Writers' & Artists' Yearbook 2021 2020-07-23
packed full of inspirational articles from successful writers illustrators and publishing experts the
children s writers artists yearbook once again serves up the best independent advice to writers for
children of all ages covering all aspects of the publishing process across the full range of formats and
genres it will appeal to self published writers as well as those seeking an agent publisher or
crowdfunded deal inside are up to date contact details for literary agents publishers prizes and grant
giving bodies societies and creative organisations that support writers and illustrators universally
recognised as the first port of call for all writers wanting to improve their work and their chances of
getting published this yearbook contains an impressive raft of advice and notes on every aspect of the
business quentin blake

Poetry of the Revolution 2006
martin puchner tells the story of political and artistic upheavals through the political manifestos of the
19th and 20th centuries he argues that the manifesto was the genre through which modern culture
articulated its revolutionary ambitions and desires

A Companion to Modernist Poetry 2014-06-23
a companion to modernist poetry a companion to modernist poetry a companion to modernist poetry
presents contemporary approaches to modernist poetry in a uniquely in depth and accessible text the
first section of the volume reflects the attention to historical and cultural context that has been
especially fruitful in recent scholarship the second section focuses on various movements and groupings
of poets placing writers in literary history and indicating the currents and countercurrents whose
interaction generated the category of modernism as it is now broadly conceived the third section traces
the arcs of twenty one poets careers illustrated by analyses of key works the companion thus offers
breadth in its presentation of historical and literary contexts and depth in its attention to individual
poets it brings recent scholarship to bear on the subject of modernist poetry while also providing
guidance on poets who are historically important and who are likely to appear on syllabi and to attract
critical interest for many years to come edited by two highly respected and notable critics in the field a
companion to modernist poetry boasts a varied list of contributors who have produced an intense
focused study of modernist poetry

The Little Book of Stories from Around the World 2010
stories are powerful medium that engage and envelop young children helping them to enter unfamiliar
worlds and begin to empathise with characters from different backgrounds the stories featured in this
book come from all over the world providing children with the chance to encounter different cultures
each activity page includes the story adult led and independent activity ideas to follow up the story
related songs poems and rhymes a list of additional stories information books and websites as with all
the little books this is particularly suitable for children between 36 and 60 months little books are
packed with advice and ideas for working with children in early years settings they are carefully planned
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to meet the objectives for each stage of development and reflect the latest thinking on the education of
young children little books make an excellent start to an exciting journey through learning

What a Novel Idea 1997-09-15
each of the sixty reproducible classroom ready activities has general guidelines that describe the
purposes for the project how to use it evaluation points and variations that increase student
participation and motivation and a variety of assessment activities designed around the new ira ncte
standards reading writing representing viewing speaking and listening these stimulating activities
applicable to a variety of novels create opportunities for students to develop their skills as readers
writers and speakers three sections center on reading and writing activity projects e g essays news
stories letters visual display projects e g charts posters bookmarks and speaking and listening activities

The Oxford Companion to English Literature 2009-09-24
the oxford companion to english literature has long been established as the leading reference resource
for students teachers scholars and general readers of english literature it provides unrivalled coverage
of all aspects of english literature from writers their works and the historical and cultural context in
which they wrote to critics literary theory and allusions for the seventh edition the companion has been
thoroughly revised and updated to meet the needs and concerns of today s students and general
readers over 1 000 new entries have been added ranging from new writers chimamanda ngozi adichie
patrick marber david mitchell arundhati roy to increased coverage of writers and literary movements
from around the world coverage of american literature has been substantially increased with new
entries on writers such as cormac mccarthy and amy tan and on movements and publications
contextual and historical coverage has also been expanded with new entries on european history and
culture post colonial literature as well as writers and literary movements from around the world that
have influenced english literature the companion has always been a quick and dependable source of
reference for students and the new edition confirms its pre eminent role as the go to resource of first
choice all entries have been reviewed and details of new works biographies and criticism have been
brought right up to date so also has coverage of the themes approaches and concepts encountered by
students today from terms to articles on literary theory and theorists there is increased coverage of
writers from around the world as well as from ireland scotland and wales and of contextual topics
including film and television music and art cross referencing has been thoroughly updated with stronger
linking from writers to thematic and conceptual entries meanwhile coverage of popular genres such as
children s literature science fiction biography reportage crime fiction fantasy or travel literature has
been increased substantially with new entries on writers from philip pullman to anne frank and from
anais nin to douglas adams the seventh edition of this classic companion now under the editorship of
dinah birch assisted by a team of 28 distinguished associate editors and over 150 contributors ensures
that it retains its status as the most authoritative informative and accessible guide to literature available

Reading and Writing to Learn 2008-04-30
research indicates that writing and reading should be taught in tandem this content area resource puts
writing to learn into practice across curricular areas it shows teachers how to present strategies
common to good readers to increase understanding of a text students are taught to predict and infer
visualize connect question understand word meanings organize clarify monitor and evaluate reflect
grades 3 12 good writers use writing to learn to actively work and think about content areas and
achieve ownership in fact research indicates that writing and reading should be taught in tandem this
content area resource puts that research into practice across curricular areas it shows teachers how to
present strategies common to good readers to increase understanding of a text students are taught to
predict and infer visualize connect question understand word meanings organize clarify monitor and
evaluate reflect the text is divided into 5 sections affective teaching learning strategies before reading
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and writing strategies during reading and writing ideas after reading and writing strategies and planning
a lesson to teach incorporating reading and writing strategies each activity strategy offers an
explanation page on how to use the idea for both teachers and students a reproducible is available for
immediate use grades 3 12

Women, Modernism and British Poetry, 1910-1939 2002
primarily a literary history women modernism and british poetry 1910 1939 provides a timely discussion
of individual women poets who have become or are becoming well known as their works are reprinted
but about whom little has yet been written this volume recognizes the contributions overlooked
previously of such british poets as anna wickham nancy cunard edith sitwell mina loy charlotte mew
may sinclair vita sackville west and sylvia townsend warner and the impact of such american poets as h
d amy lowell edna st vincent millay marianne moore and laura riding on literary practice in britain this
book primarily maps the poetry scene in britain but identifies the significance of the network of writers
between london new york and paris it assesses women s participation in the diversity of modernist
developments which include avant garde experiments quiet but subtly challenging formalism and
assertive new woman voices it not only chronicles women s poetry but also their publications and
involvement in running presses bookshops and writing criticism although historically situated it is
written from the perspective of contemporary debates concerning the interface of gender and
modernism the author argues that a cohering aesthetic of the poetry is a denial of femininity through
various evasions of gendered identity such as masking male and female impersonations and the
rupturing of realist modes

Making Poetry Matter 2013-06-06
making poetry matter draws together contributions from leading scholars in the field to offer a variety of
perspectives on poetry pedagogy a wide range of topics are covered including teacher attitudes to
teaching poetry in the urban primary classroom digital poetry and multimodality resistance to poetry in
post 16 english throughout the internationally recognised contributors draw on case studies to ensure
that the theory is clearly linked to classroom practice they consider the teaching and learning
challenges that poetry presents for those working with learners aged between 5 and 19 and explore
these challenges with reference to reading writing speaking and listening and the transformative nature
of poetry in different contexts

The Internet and Instruction 1998-06-15
students can explore a variety of subjects with these cross curricular internet activities designed for
educators and students this guide to telecommunications and the internet demystifies the technology
and provides relevant feasible and easy to implement ideas and activities for the classroom expanded
coverage of resources and cross curricular activities are available in this new edition projects arranged
by subject area encourage students to explore the internet and help them learn in a variety of areas all
activities are presented in reproducible format and are readily integrated into the curriculum the
authors also give a basic overview of internet access and navigation a glossary index internet resource
list and illustrations complete the work

W. S. Graham 2022-05-05
on the peripheries of uk poetry culture during his lifetime w s graham is now recognized one of the great
poets of the twentieth century in the first concerted study of graham s poetics in a generation david
nowell smith argues that graham is exemplary for the poetics of the mid century his extension of
modernist explorations of rhythm and diction his interweaving of linguistic and geographic places his
dialogue with the plastic arts and the tensions that run through his work between philosophical
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seriousness and play solitude and sociality regionalism and cosmopolitanism the heft and evanescence
of poetry s medium drawing on newly unearthed archival materials nowell smith orients graham s
poetics around the question of the art object graham sought to craft his poems into honed finished
objects yet he was also aware that the poem s finished object is never wholly finished graham s work
thus facilitates a broader reflection on language as a medium for art making

New Directions in Digital Poetry 2012-01-19
examines a range of innovative practices and processes in digital poetry published on the global
computer network during the past decade

The Johns Hopkins Guide to Literary Theory and Criticism
2005
publisher description

Let's All Play Activities for Communication, Language and
Literacy 2009-03-10
let s all play is packed with enjoyable easy to do literacy activities for young children it provides fun
stimulating and inclusive ideas suitable for a range of children including those with special educational
needs sen and those learning english as an additional language eal topics covered include food glorious
food opposites houses and homes all about me animals this excellent resource is for anyone working
with nursery reception or pre school children in any early years setting

Poetry People 2007-06-30
dr sylvia vardell s new children s poetry reference book provides a comprehensive introduction to more
than 60 contemporary young people s poets focusing primarily on those who are still actively writing
today the author includes poets appropriate for young children through young adults each entry
features brief biographical information highlights selected poetry books authored showcases awards
won notes related sites and provides suggestions for making connections programming ideas related
books and activities the book is ideal for librarians who serve children and young adults as well as for
teachers and others who work with children and young adults beginning with arnold adoff the list of
poets is both impressive and informative a sample francisco alarcon aileen fisher douglas florian nikki
giovanni kristine o connell george jane yolen eloise greenfield john ciardi and many more

How to Write Poetry 2005-06-01
plenty of people want to write poetry yet while it is not necessarily difficult to write poetry badly it is
harder to write it well in this guide fred sedgwick explains with numerous examples from successful
poets how the creative process works from the initial impulse to write all the way through to the crafted
and expressive poetry at the end

More Adventures with Britannia 2010-07-05
collecting the interpretations of outstanding writers on the literature and history of modern britain this
book deals with a rich variety of themes some familiar many unexpected taking the reader on a highly
engaging excursion through british life and intellectual biography the scope includes not only the
personalities politics and culture of england wales scotland and ireland but also the interaction of british
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and other societies throughout the world

The Poetry Review 1987
defying critical suggestions that the pastoral elegy is obsolete iain twiddy reveals the popularity of the
form in the work of major contemporary poets seamus heaney ted hughes and paul muldoon michael
longley douglas dunn and peter reading as twiddy outlines the development of the form he identifies its
characteristics and functions but more importantly his study accounts for the enduring appeal of the
pastoral elegy why poets look to its conventions during times of personal distress and social disharmony
and how it allows them to recover from grief loss and destruction informed by current debates and
contemporary theories of mourning twiddy discusses themes of war and peace social pastoral and
environmental change draws on the enduring influence of both classical and romantic poetics and
explores poets changing relationships with pastoral elegy throughout their careers the result is a study
that demonstrates why the pastoral elegy is still a flourishing and dynamic form in contemporary british
and irish poetry

Pastoral Elegy in Contemporary British and Irish Poetry
2012-03-15
vol 1 no 2 feb 1912 includes prologomena by ezra pound

Poetry Review 1965
taking a cognitive approach this book asks what poetry and in particular holocaust poetry does to the
reader and to what extent the translation of this poetry can have the same effects it is informed by
current theoretical discussion and features many practical examples holocaust poetry differs from other
genres of writing about the holocaust in that it is not so much concerned to document facts as to
document feelings and the sense of an experience it shares the potential of all poetry to have profound
effects on the thoughts and feelings of the reader this book examines how the openness to engagement
that holocaust poetry can engender achieved through stylistic means needs to be preserved in
translation if the translated poem is to function as a holocaust poem in any meaningful sense this is
especially true when historical and cultural distance intervenes the first book of its kind and by a world
renowned scholar and translator this is required reading

Translating the Poetry of the Holocaust 2015-05-24
ぼくの名前はアレム ケロ 十四歳 アフリカ出身 お父さんはエチオピア人 お母さんはエリトリア人 ある日突然 ふたつの国が争いはじめ ぼくはいっぺんにふたつの祖国を失った 家がない お金
がない 学校に行けない 家族と暮らせない 命を奪われるかもしれない アフリカに戻れるのはいつの日だろう 争いあう二つの祖国 エチオピア エリトリアをもつ 難民 少年の青春物語

難民少年 2002-07-25
this volume is about the type of work that poets perform and why it matters challenging the divide
between inspired poetic production and other apparently lesser and contingent forms of labor this book
considers the poetry of walt whitman the real estate dealer herman melville the customs inspector and
hart crane the copywriter

Whitman, Melville, Crane, and the Labors of American Poetry
2019
the ethnically diverse scope broad chronological coverage and mix of biographical critical historical
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political and cultural entries make this the most useful and exciting poetry reference of its kind for
students today american poetry springs up out of all walks of life its poems are maternal as well as
paternal stuff d with the stuff that is coarse and stuff d with the stuff that is fine as walt whitman wrote
adding of every hue and caste am i of every rank and religion written for high school and undergraduate
students this two volume encyclopedia covers u s poetry from the colonial era to the present offering
full treatments of hundreds of key poets of the american canon what sets this reference apart is that it
also discusses events movements schools and poetic approaches placing poets in their social historical
political cultural and critical contexts and showing how their works mirror the eras in which they were
written readers will learn about surrealism ekphrastic poetry pastoral elegy the black mountain poets
and language poetry there are long and rich entries on modernism and postmodernism as well as
entries related to the formal and technical dimensions of american poetry particular attention is paid to
women poets and poets from various ethnic groups poets such as amiri baraka nathaniel mackey
natasha trethewey and tracy smith are featured the encyclopedia also contains entries on a wide
selection of latino and native american poets and substantial coverage of the avant garde and
experimental movements and provides sidebars that illuminate key points

Journal of South Asian Literature 1974
an exciting reading comprehension resource from andrew jennings vocabularyninja the creator of the
hugely popular write like a ninja vocabulary ninja and comprehension ninja non fiction series this
resource contains 24 immersive and imaginative fiction and poetry texts from acclaimed writers
including michael morpurgo edward lear piers torday grace nichols and onjali q raúf each text is
accompanied by photocopiable activities to boost reading retrieval skills and ensure every pupil has
what it takes to become a comprehension ninja ideal for ks2 sats practice the reading texts are high
quality rich in vocabulary and perfectly matched to the national curriculum they cover a wide variety of
genres including myths and legends fantasy contemporary stories traditional tales and poetry if you re
searching for engaging resources to help pupils practise comprehension strategies and question types
such as true or false labelling matching highlighting filling in the gap sequencing and multiple choice
comprehension ninja for ages 9 10 fiction poetry is the book for you

American Poets and Poetry [2 volumes] 2015-03-10
absolutely fantastic with excellent extract choices and carefully thought out questions james grocott
deputy headteacher deputygrocott an exciting reading comprehension resource from andrew jennings
vocabularyninja the creator of the hugely popular write like a ninja vocabulary ninja and comprehension
ninja non fiction series this photocopiable resource contains 24 immersive and imaginative fiction and
poetry texts from acclaimed writers like david almond roald dahl katherine rundell and joseph coelho
plus original texts by adam bushnell and andrew jennings aligned to the national curriculum each is
accompanied by differentiated activities and answers to boost retrieval skills and help pupils become
fully fledged comprehension ninjas ideal for ks2 sats practice the reading texts are high quality and rich
in vocabulary they cover a wide variety of genres including myths classic and contemporary stories
traditional tales and poetry if you re searching for engaging resources to help pupils practise
comprehension strategies and question types such as skim and scan true or false find and copy fill in
the gap sequencing and multiple choice comprehension ninja for ages 10 11 fiction poetry is the book
for you for more must have ninja books check out the vocabulary ninja and comprehension ninja
classroom and home learning resources please note that the pdf ebook version of this book cannot be
printed or saved in any other format it is intended for use on interactive whiteboards and projectors only

The Poetry of the Thirties 1975
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Comprehension Ninja for Ages 9-10: Fiction & Poetry
2021-11-11

Comprehension Ninja for Ages 10-11: Fiction & Poetry
2021-11-11
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